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Introduction
Energy is the thread that binds together all of our modern life - from home heating
and lighting, to transport, modern industry and agriculture, medical technology,
entertainment and the Internet - all of it is made possible by access to energy
services. But the energy system is changing and will in turn change our lives.
For a discussion on energy we can start from:
 Being clear about what we need = affordable, secure and sustainable
energy
 Understanding the services from energy and their relative importance:
Heating and cooling = 46%; Transport = 33%; Electricity = 21%
 Realising that to achieve the Irish ambition of 80% reduction in GHG
emissions by 2050 means fully decarbonising both the heating and
electricity services by then (as well as half of transport).

Affordable energy
Energy is important to us because it costs us a lot of money. On average people in
Ireland spend 4-8% of their income on energy, and 11% of people cannot afford to
keep their homes warm in the winter - placing us midway in the EU ranking a. We
spend approximately €1,800 for heating and €700 for electricity for the average three
bed semi, with transport coming on top of these figures. Further, we import 88% of
our energy at approximately €5 billion per annum and have little control over its price.
The cheapest energy today is the energy we do not use i.e. energy efficiency (using
less energy to provide the same service). A LED bulb uses much less energy for the
same amount of light. Similarly, an efficient boiler takes less fuel to heat your home.
A recent assessment 1 of Ireland’s energy efficiency policies shows:
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Warm buildings
Since heating our homes represents almost half of our energy consumption, this is a
priority area. Action needs to
(1) stop heat leakage from buildings and
(2) use the most efficient and sustainable heating system.
Buildings lose heat due to poor
quality. Big savings can be
made
through
simple
renovations such as insulating
the
attic,
walls
and
foundations, and installing
double or triple glazing cheapest when they are done
as part of other building works.
Investments are paid back
through reduced energy costs
in addition to better comfort
and health. This makes
efficiency an attractive starting
point for reducing carbon
emissions.

Ireland has just over 2 million housing units of which 88% (1,750,000) were
constructed before energy efficiency standards were required b. So far, 350,000 units
have availed of one or more home energy improvement grants, but this means that
almost 1.5 million homes still need to be retrofitted. Whilst there is no national target
for the upgrading of homes in Ireland, an objective of 3% retrofit p.a. would mean
that it would take 33 years to upgrade all of our homes.
Research has shown that people tend to retrofit their home at two stages; point of
purchase or pre-retirement. However, financing is a challenge for private owners as
many financial institutions do not recognise energy efficiency as an asset class and
therefore charge full personal loan interest rates. An Energy Efficient Mortgage
(EEM) is one that credits a home's energy efficiency in the mortgage itself, thus
allowing borrowers the opportunity to finance cost-effective, energy-saving measures
as part of a single mortgage. The Irish Green Building Council is working on these
but would need support from the Central Bank to stretch debt-to-income qualifying
ratios allowing borrowers to qualify for a small additional loan amount and a better,
more energy-efficient home. In Germany, the public bank KfW provides grants and
loans, with more favourable terms the more energy efficiency being undertaken.
Better homes also mean healthier one – studies have demonstrated a reduction of
indoor air contaminants linked to chronic illnesses, enhanced control of
environmental contaminants (dust mites, mould/moisture) that can trigger respiratory
symptoms, and improved symptoms of asthma and other respiratory health
conditions. The increased value of a home/asset (in addition to health and comfort)
could be made visible in Ireland e.g. by indicating the BER rating in the Residential
Property Price Register.
Retrofit of privately owned and rented properties is often discouraged by so-called
‘split incentives’ – this is the situation when property owners have little incentive to
invest if the tenant pays the energy bill. In 2011, the UK set a timeline of 7 years (by

2018) whereby no landlord could rent a property with an energy performance rating F
or lower. This was complemented by tax breakes designed to target residential
landlords. So far this has had a positive impact on commercial rentals, although for
residential properties, progress has been slower pending the fiscal incentives.

Grants are available (see SEAI.ie) but are not sufficiently known, and need to
operate alongside financing. Local expertise e.g. through county councils or energy
agencies provide independent technical advice and support as too few professionals
/ builders have the expertise in energy efficient construction and efficient and
renewable energy technologies.

Decarbonising the heating system
In the EU, 75% of heating comes
from fossil fuels – Ireland has an
even higher share at 80%, with oil
heating at 39% versus 10% for the
rest of the EU. This is why the
GHG emissions per m2 are the
highest in Ireland. Across Europe,
22% of gas boilers, 34% of direct
electric heaters, 47% of oil boilers
and 58% of coal boilers are older
than their technical lifetime and
therefore inefficient.
Ireland has set itself a target to
deliver 12% of final heat demand
from renewable energy sources by
2020. Current projections show
that Ireland is likely to fall well short of the renewable heat (RES-H) target. To catch
up, the roll out of renewable heating technologies would need to be substantially
increased.
All Member States in the EU give support (grants
and/or loans) to modernise home heating systems –
but only to the top rated technologies (A+++, A++):
 heat pumps turn one unit of electricity into 3 or
more units of heating,
 biomass which can often be sourced locally,
 solar thermal does not need any fuel input for
heating.
Ireland does not support the top rated classes but
instead continues to subsidise fossil fuel boilers (4th in
the ranking). This funding needs to be switched to
the top performers.
Heat pumps are a key technology for delivering electrification of heating – see
electricity below.
Decisions on replacing old appliances are typically made under pressure, when the
heating system breaks down. Full information on the technology options as well as
comparison of prices between solutions, as well as information on how their existing

system performs, is not easily available for most consumers. As many of the oil
boilers that need to be replaced are in rural areas, Irish co-ops could follow the kind
of initiative of three Dutch coops, SmartDairyFarming, and support farmers to use
small scale anaerobic digesters 2 , PhotoVoltaic panels (PV) on barns to produce
electricity directly, and heat pumps in the home.
District heating and cooling
District heating, i.e. the distribution of heat by steam or hot water from a central
source to residential and commercial buildings within the locality provides 9%
of the EU's heating, mainly in Scandinavian and Eastern European countries. Tralee,
Co. Kerry has such a system. District heating is particularly suited to urban spaces in
proximity to a large heat source e.g. waste heat from an incinerator such as Poolbeg,
in Dublin.

SYNERGIES with electricity
Electrification of large sectors of the economy such as transport and heating is
critical for long-term carbon reduction, and will be delivered through a new
decarbonized electricity system (largely renewables), which will include decentralized
generation enabling consumers as active participants along with using ICT
(digitalisation) to control real-time consumption and production. Across Europe,
passive consumers are becoming active 'prosumers' (i.e. producers and consumers
of renewable energy). Being able to produce your own energy individually or in
citizen-led renewable energy cooperatives or community groups is part of this new
shift e.g. with solar panels installed on homes, farms, schools or hospitals, those
buildings are turned into small power stations generating clean energy for
themselves and the local community. In Germany, which uses 39% renewables in its
electricity system, 7.5% of the electricity comes from Photovoltaic (PV) panels, 40%
of which are owned by individuals (mostly on rooftops) and 20% by farmers (on
barns). To encourage citizens many Member States have established on-line
information platforms and application sites such as in Sweden, Hungary, Italy and
Portugal (where electricity injected into the grid is paid at 90% of an average Iberian
spot price to cover integration costs). The Italian self-consumption scheme (Sistema
Efficiente di Utenza) allows the direct sale of electricity to the final residential or
commercial consumer.
When you turn on a light, where does the electricity come from? Ireland is unique
because there is a single electricity market (SEM) operating on the island of Ireland
whereby generators on both sides of the border feed their electricity into a central
pool, from which retail companies can purchase electricity to be sold to their
customers.
Despite the economic, climate and industrial advantages, Ireland is lagging behind
both its own target (40% RES-E) and its legal objectives for 2020. A once-off set of
policies in 2010 encouraged on-shore wind development but other ‘free’ resources
have never been supported – off-shore wind, solar and consumer involvement has
not been facilitated. Proposals for a new set of initiatives in 2018 may address some
aspects but may deliver results too late for 2020.
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Anaerobic digesters convert agricultural wastes (manure, slurry, straw, etc.) into biogases that can be
used as a natural gas substitute or to generate electricity. The digestate i.e. what is left can be used as
fertilizer. Germany leads the European nations with 6,800 large-scale anaerobic digesters, followed by
Austria with 551.

In other Member States
 a regular and consistent roll out of renewables has operated - Germany (39%
renewables in electricity);
 citizen and community participation has been the hallmark - Denmark (31%
renewables);
 municipalities have coordinated renewable heating and electricity locally in
Austria (34% renewables);
 a ‘one stop shop’ in Finland coordinates all procedures ensuring consistency
and timely administrative processes (35% renewables);
 empowerment of citizens to be prosumers is central to policy in Portugal
(28% renewables).
Electricity in Ireland is still dominated by fossil fuels with only 26% renewables i.e.
our own decarbonized resources – wind, sun, hydro,
biomass, ocean. This despite the fact that
 Ireland and the UK have the richest wind
resource in Europe, both on shore and off
shore c d . We also have very positive solar
energy e.
 Technology costs for renewables have fallen
dramatically and are continuing to fall thus
making them the most economic option fghij.
 Because renewables have almost zero
marginal cost 3 i.e. no fuel costs, they lower the
wholesale price of electricity.
On shore wind is Ireland’s cheapest and cleanest energy source. Whilst initially
resistance to wind turbines was low, latterly some concerns have been raised e.g.
noise, flicker, devaluation of property prices, etc. It is essential (as has been
demonstrated in other Member States) that Government informs the population of
the policy direction for Ireland, explaining why on shore wind has been chosen, sets
clear guidelines for all local authorities to ensure consistent implementation of
national policy, and supports communities to be involved, active and rewarded. The
choice for Ireland is stark – continue to import fossil fuels which both cost us and the
climate, or use sustainable Irish resources for our power.
Demand response programmes offer
electricity consumers the opportunity to
intentionally shift the time of electricity
use either in response to price signals or
in exchange for an incentive. Through
this, demand response programmes
alleviate the pressure on the electricity
system, i.e. increase usage on a
voluntary basis when there is plenty of
wind; or to reduce usage when the
power supply is particularly tight or at
peak levels, without significant impact
on the daily life of consumers. In our
homes, smart appliances can save us
3

A power station is paid for its electricity in two streams, the marginal/extra cost of production (to cover the cost of fuel, labour and maintenance) and annual capacity payments (to cover
the cost of building of the power station) for providing generation capacity to the grid. The power stations submit a bid price (marginal cost) to supply a certain amount of electricity at a
particular time of day, and everyone is paid the highest marginal cost. Because renewables have almost no marginal costs and only qualify for reduced capacity payments, pre-defined tariffs
(supports) were introduced for different forms of renewable energy, e.g. REFIT.

money by using electricity at the best time. For example, running the washing
machine at night, or (if you have one) charging your electric car at night.
Digitalisation is producing smart home technology that will revolutionize the way we
live. Smart homes connect the devices and appliances in our home such as lights,
thermostats, computers and entertainment, security systems, so that we can control
them remotely, get them to work together and signal us when they are not working
properly! Smart home technology promises tremendous benefits for elderly people
living alone. A smart home could notify the resident when it's time to take medicine,
alert the hospital if the resident falls etc. Easy-to-control automated systems would
provide similar benefits to those with disabilities or a limited range of movement. For
example, electricity bills go down when lights are automatically turned off in empty
rooms, and rooms can be heated or cooled based on who's there at any given
moment. Some devices can track how much energy each appliance is using and
command appliances to use less.
Unfortunately in Ireland we cannot benefit from these possibilities yet because
 there is no payment mechanism available for an individual home to supply
electricity to the grid (and the most recent RESS 4 continues to exclude this) this means that you would have to give it away for free; in addition you have
to surmount complex procedures to set up the supply to the grid, and the
procedures operated for individual supply are more than 10 years old.
 the availability of smart meters is further delayed and demand response is
only available for electricity volumes of 4MW (equivalent to 2,000 to 3,000
homes). In addition, the tariff scheme in Ireland is close to flat and does not
reflect congestion or real time need. Dynamic price tariffs i.e. prices that go
up and down to reflect scarcity, are needed to incentivise and reward
consumers.

Cogeneration of heat and power (CHP)
Industrial CHP can produce significant energy and CO2 savings compared with
separate generation of heat and power. It is used in industry for example producing
aluminum in Aughinish, Co. Limerick and the services sector to save money and
ensure a stable and reliable heat and electricity supply. Combination with thermal
storage increases the efficiency of CHP as heat production can be stored rather than
curtailed if not needed at that moment. Many CHP technologies can use renewable
energy (geothermal, biogas), alternatives (e.g. hydrogen) and waste heat.

Comparison with other EU Members
Along with other EU Member States, Ireland has agreed a legally binding target for
renewable energy by 2020 – our target is 16% placing us in the lower half of
ambition k. Ten Member States have already achieved their target. On current trends
it is unlikely that Ireland will achieve this target, mainly due to under-achievement in
the heating and cooling area l . In addition to financial consequences, this places
Ireland in a weak position both in terms of contributing to the Paris climate accord
and the EU’s 2030 objectives, and makes it difficult to be a world leader in climate
change.
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Renewable Energy Support Scheme

Charts in Annex:
a
Housing stock in Ireland, year of construction
b
Housing stock in Ireland, by County and City
c
Heating systems by County
d
On-shore Wind Atlas
e
Off-shore Wind Atlas
f
Photovoltaic (PV) potential
g
Solar cost reduction
h
On-shore cost reduction
i
Off-shore cost reduction
j
Comparison of generation technology costs
k
Renewable energy targets, EU Member States
l
Ireland’s renewable target and progress
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